With greater availability of real-time information systems, algorithms are needed to support commercial fleet operators in their decisions to assign vehicles and drivers to loads in a dynamic environment. We present a rolling horizon framework for the dynamic assignment and sequencing of trucks to jobs consisting of picking up and delivering full truckloads when requests for 1 service arise on a continuous basis. A mathematical formulation of the problem faced at each stage is presented; its solution allows for the dynamic reassignment of trucks to loads, including diversion to a new load of a truck already en-route to pick up another load, as well as for the dynamic resequencing of the order in which loads are to be served, as new loads arrive and conditions unfold. Loads have associated time windows for pick up and delivery, and the objective function includes explicit penalty cost for not serving a particular load. A solution algorithm is presented and implemented, and computational results are presented, yielding insight into various operational trade-offs in dynamic fleet operations. Because applicability of the solution algorithm is at present limited to relatively small problems, and given the stochastic dynamic nature of these systems, numerical experiments are performed to compare the quality of the solution obtained using this approach to the performance of simpler and less computationally demanding local rules.
Introduction
With greater availability of real-time information systems, algorithms are needed to support commercial fleet operators in their decisions to assign vehicles and drivers to loads in a dynamic environment. The focus of this paper is primarily on truckload trucking operations, though the formulation and algorithms can be readily extended to other types of fleet services. Existing procedures are primarily intended for static formulations with complete a priori knowledge of loads to be served over a certain period, and as such are more applicable when shippers call in their requests sufficiently in advance of the intended pick-up times. However, the environment for truckload trucking and many other services is characterized by less predictability, and a continuous flow of incoming requests, often involving time-sensitive shipments and short time windows. Dispatchers typically deal with these situations using experience and ad hoc decision aids, though the competitive nature of the freight industry calls for more systematic and efficient procedures that can take advantage of real-time information on vehicle positions and status through positioning and two-way communication systems.
While the vehicle routing problem has been widely studied in the literature and applied in practice [1] [2] [4] [5] , dynamic network and routing models, including realtime vehicle routing problems, remain in the early stages of development [7] . Powell, Jaillet, and Jaillet [6] presented works on stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing and some related problems. In our paper, we take a continuous time, continuous space, and infinite horizon approach, which is more difficult than the works mentioned there. In previous work, Reagan, Mahmassani, and Jaillet [9] [10] [11] [12] introduced and investigated various local rules for the dynamic assignment of vehicles to loads under real-time information. These were introduced as part of a general operational process for real-time fleet decisions, which explicitly recognized the expanded set of choice dimensions available to the operator as a result of real-time information. These computationally efficient procedures were evaluated using simulation experiments that illustrated the relatively good performance attainable through these heuristics in a stochastic dynamic environment. However, it is necessary to benchmark these procedures against optimal procedures, which can also form the basis of optimization-based approaches for this important class of problems.
We present a rolling horizon framework for the dynamic assignment and sequencing of trucks to jobs consisting of picking up and delivering full truckloads when requests for service arise on a continuous basis. A mathematical formulation of the problem faced at each stage is presented; its solution allows for the dynamic reassignment of trucks to loads, including diversion to a new load of a truck already en-route to pick up another load, as well as for the dynamic resequencing of the order in which loads are to be served, as new loads arrive and conditions unfold. Loads have associated time windows for pick up and delivery, and the objective function includes explicit penalty cost for not serving a particular load. A solution algorithm is presented and implemented, and computational results are presented, yielding insight into various operational trade-offs in dynamic fleet operations. Because applicability of the solution algorithm is at present limited to relatively small problems, and given the stochastic dynamic nature of these systems, numerical experiments are performed to compare the quality of the solution obtained using this approach to the performance of simpler and less computationally demanding local rules.
The contributions of this paper are to (1) introduce a mathematical formulation of the truckload pick-up and delivery problem with time windows (TPDP), which was previously addressed through tour construction and modification heuristics (with no explicit underlying optimization formulation), and which unifies all previous strategies (diversion, reassignment and resequencing); (2) generalize the previously introduced heuristic rules by including wait time explicitly in the specification; and (3) confirm previous tentative substantive results, and develop new substantive insights into truckload truck fleet operations under real-time information, particularly with regard to the value of advance information and the trade-off between empty distance and wait time in the dynamic assignment decision.
Problem Formulation
The problem considered in this paper is a special vehicle routing problem, the truckload pickup-and-delivery problem (TPDP) with time windows. Consider a truckload trucking company operating a fleet of trucks to pick up and deliver demands in a certain region. Each truck can only be loaded with one demand, and cannot serve other demands until the current demand is delivered to its destination. Each demand has a window of pickup time during which pickup must be made. Since a truck cannot take any other demand once it picks up one, it will normally follow the shortest path from a demand's origin to its destination under any reasonable cost structure. Therefore, a demand's delivery time window is implied in its pickup time window. The trucking company can reject a demand. The cost of rejection is the revenue it otherwise could make from accepting the demand. We assume that the revenue a demand generates is proportional to the shortest distance from its origin to destination. The main operational cost incurred by the trucking company is the total empty distance its trucks have to travel, from one load's delivery point to the next load's pickup location.
Most of the on-line strategies considered for this problem involve solving an off-line problem when exogenous information is updated, that is, when the trucking company receives request for service. The natural off-line problem is the problem formed by all the known-yet-unserved demands. The problem is designed as follows. There are K trucks (labeled 1, ..., K). Truck k is first available at time θ k at location o k . At the moment when the off-line problem is called by an on-line strategy, θ k and o k are the current time and location of truck k if it is idle or moving empty. They correspond to the time and location at which truck k finishes delivering its current load when it is moving loaded. There are also N known demands (labeled 1, ..., N ) requiring truck service. Each demand i is a requirement to move a certain load from an origin a i to a destination b i . The load for demand i can only be picked up in the time window
The cost of empty travel between two points a and b is C(a, b). In this formulation, C(a, b) = 1 × D(a, b), the Euclidean distance between these two points. Here, 1 is the coefficient for the cost incurred by empty distance. The Euclidean distance is used in this formulation with no loss of applicability; it could alternatively be replaced by distances (or travel times), computed over a highway network. The vehicles' speed is scaled to be 1, again with no loss of generality. We denote the required loaded distance to serve demand i by w i (= D(a i , b i )). We assume that within the time window, early pickup is welcomed by customers. This is reflected in a linear penalty on the difference in time from a demand's real pickup time to its early pickup time. We denote the penalty-time coefficient by p. If a truck is assigned a sequence of demands, its task is to serve the demands in the order defined by the sequence, i.e., start from its origin, go to the first demand's origin, move the demand's load to its destination, then move to the second demand's origin, and so on, until the last demand in its sequence is served, unless a new sequence assignment is received in the interim. The operational cost of serving a sequence of demands is taken as the total empty distance traveled by the truck and the total delay penalty from all the demands. The trucking company also has the option of rejecting a demand. The lost revenue for rejecting demand i is αw i , where α is a positive constant. The trucking company can earn α × Total Loaded Distance − Total Empty Distance after serving some demands. Finally, the distance and cost matrices are defined as follows: For any truck k = 1, ..., K and any demand i = 1, ..., N , let
The problem is formulated as an assignment problem without considering the temporal side of the formulation. The assignment problem, in turn, is one of finding the least-cost set of cycles that involve all the nodes (1, ..., K, K + 1, ..., K + N ), where node k corresponds to truck k and node K + i corresponds to demand i. In the formulation, the binary variable x uv , for u, v = 1, ..., K + N , indicates whether arc (u, v) is selected in one of the cycles. Interpreted in the truckload trucking context, the binary variable x k,K+i is to indicate whether truck k first serves demand i; binary variable x K+i,K+j is to indicate whether there is a truck that serves demands i and j consecutively; binary variable x kk = 1 means that truck k serves no demand; and x K+i,K+i = 1 means that demand i is rejected. The timing constraints will disallow a cycle to be formed solely by demand nodes, i.e., nodes (K + 1, ..., K + N ). So, when the cycles are obtained in the solution, they can be readily translated into the solution that is required. For instance, if a cycle goes as 1, K +1, K +2, 2, K +3, K +4, K +5, 1, then the interpretation is that truck 1 serves demands 1 and 2, truck 2 serves demands 3, 4, and 5. Real variable t i represents the pickup time of demand i. The formulation is presented as below:
The objective is to minimize the total cost of processing all the demands, which is a combination of the cost of empty distance traveled, of penalty cost for delay, and of lost revenue due to loads rejected. Due to the first three groups of constraints , the solution will constitute a feasible assignment. The last three groups of constraints are timing constraints. There T is a large number. Constraints (4) ensure that truck k reaches demand i's origin later than d k 0i + θ k if i is the first demand to be served by k. Constraints (5) dictate that a truck must reach demand j's origin w i + d ij after reaching demand i's origin if j is to be served after i. Because T is large enough, when x K+i,K+j = 0, constraints (5) are non-restrictive. And, due to constraints (1) and (2), when x K+i,K+i = 1, we must have x K+i,K+j = 0 at j = i, while at j = i, we get the trivial inequality (6) simply enforce that a load's pickup time is within its time window.
As noted, an on-line strategy envision solving the above problem in a rolling horizon framework. Each horizon consists of all the known-yet-served demands. The problem is solved every time a new request for service is received; as a result, new assignments are made. The new solution may often entail resequencing the demands associated with a particular truck, or even reassignment of loads to trucks. Whenever a different demand becomes the first demand in the sequence to be served by a truck, an incidence of diversion occurs.
Real-Time Strategies
The problem formulation described in the previous section will determine an optimal assignment and sequencing of loads to trucks when the loads to be moved are known a priori for the entire time horizon of interest. However, normally, the trucking company does not know the requests until some time before the requested job is available for pickup. Instead of a whole schedule for the entire time horizon determined prior to any actual implementation, the schedule must be periodically updated to accommodate incoming new demands and situations. To do so, we can design rolling-horizon strategies that have strong intuitive appeal. To fully utilize any known information, the strategies should update the vehicle operations decision at the moment that a new request becomes known.
At such a moment, the state of the system includes the following variables: information about the new request, each truck's position and state, the sequence and characteristics of the jobs that each truck has yet to serve. A truck's state can be idle, moving empty toward the next job's origin, or moving loaded toward the current job's destination. A truck is "idle" when it finishes some load and has no assigned load to serve next. The decision to be made at this moment consists of the following: whether to accept or reject the new load, and the new sequences of jobs to be served by each truck, which may involve resequencing all existing loads that remain to be served, including reassignment of loads to different trucks, so that the new request, if accepted, will be satisfied in some future time point. As noted, the solution to the TPDP problem formulated in the previous section allows for diversion, identified by Reagan et al. [9] as an important new operational dimension under real-time information. Diversion refers to a decision by which a truck moving empty toward its pickup point may be diverted to a new job. Following Reagan et al. [9] , a truck moving loaded is not allowed to divert.
The first, and most general real-time assignment and sequencing strategy considered here consists of solving the problem formulated in the previous section every time a new load request is received (or possibly when changes in supply occur). This strategy is referred to as OPTIMAL, and it makes the currently optimal decision for the new request and the requests not yet served by the trucks. As explained, the explicit problem formulation underlying the OPTIMAL strategy unifies and generalizes as special cases the various local load acceptance, assignment and reassignment rules developed by Reagan et al. [12] . However, this strategy still does not ensure long-run "optimality" because of the uncertainty in future demands; therefore there is no guarantee that it will always outperform, in hindsight, the strategies developed previously. Furthermore, computational limitations remain to be overcome to attain real-time performability of solution algorithms for the OPTIMAL strategy for large problems. Therefore, we have continued the refinement of those strategies, both as strategies in their own right as well as approximate solution approaches for the OP-TIMAL formulation. The principal areas of refinement include the specification of the cost measures that form the assignment criteria, as well as the computational procedures to perform the algorithm steps.
Following Reagan, Mahmassani, and Jaillet's framework [11] [12], we consider strategies to select a truck to which the new job is to be assigned. The three assignment criteria considered before are used here though with a different cost measure. The three alternative criteria are:
• Criterion TT (total cost): assign new load to the truck with the least total cost to serve all the demands already in its queue in addition to the new load
• Criterion AV (average cost): assign new load to the truck with the least average cost per demand (obtained by dividing the total cost by the number of demands in the queue, including the new load)
• Criterion IN (incremental cost): select truck with the least additional cost needed for the vehicle to serve the new demand
In previous work, the empty distance was the only cost component included in the cost measure [12] . In this paper, we extend this measure to include a penalty for the total delay (waiting) time to pick up the load, similarly to the objective function presented in the previous section. In computing the cost measures for the assignment decision, the new load can either be placed at the end of the truck's current job queue, or the latter can be resequenced to best serve the new load along with the existing ones. While strategies involving resequencing are expected to vastly outperform those that do not involve resequencing in terms of empty travel distance, this is not generally the case with regard to waiting time. Strategies involving resequencing are denoted by SE, while NS denotes the non-resequencing strategies.
The third dimension (the cost measure TT, AV, IN and whether resequencing is performed, i.e., SE vs. NS, are the first two) in which strategies that allow resequencing might differ is whether reassignment of previously assigned loads to trucks is allowed; such strategies are denoted as AS, while those with no reassignment are denoted by NA. Strategies may also vary in the extent of reassignment allowed. For example, the OPTIMAL strategy allows reassignment of any load to any truck if it improves the overall solution. In previous examples, Reagan et al. [12] allowed reassignment of only the last load in each truck's queue. A similar strategy is followed in the present simulations.
The TPDP problem formulation in the OPTIMAL strategy can be solved using a branch-and-cut procedure in the CPLEX solver [3] , which is also used in conjunction with several of the SE strategies where optimization is needed, as the problem can be viewed as a restricted version of the TPDP formulation given in the previous section. However, the combinatorial nature of the problem precludes solvability in real time, even for small problems. To get around this limitation, we can limit the demands being resequenced to the first few in the queue of each vehicle. Following the above dimensions, we have a total of 10 different strategies. Their names are self-explanatory: TT/NS, AV/NS, IN/NS, TT/SE/NA, AV/SE/NA, IN/SE/NA, TT/SE/AS, AV/SE/AS, IN/SE/AS, and OPTIMAL. For instance, TT/NS refers to an assignment based on the total cost criterion, with no resequencing, whereas TT/SE/AS refers to an assignment based on total cost with resequencing and reassignment. When implementing the above resequencing and optimization strategies, the problem parameters need to be extracted from the current state of the system. For example, if truck k is idle or moving empty, θ k (in the formulation of the previous section) is the current time; while if truck k is moving loaded, θ k is the time when the truck completes its current load. These strategies are illustrated and tested in simulation experiments described in the next section.
The Simulation Experiments
A set of simulation experiments are conducted to illustrate the performance of the real-time solution strategies described in the previous section, and to obtain a preliminary assessment of how competitive the various local assignment rules are relative to the more general OPTIMAL strategies. In addition, the experiments are intended to gain insight into fundamental aspects of real-time fleet operation under information, particularly the value of advance information on load availability and the trade-off between empty distance and delay time in serving the demands.
The context for the simulation consists of truckload trucking operations to serve demands generated according to a stationary space-time stochastic process in a unit (1×1) square region, with both origins and destinations independently and uniformly distributed over the square. Note that the results can be readily scaled up to any realistic dimension; the use of a square is intended for convenience, experimental control, and ease of interpretation. Demands arise according to an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time distribution, with mean T int . Travel distances within the region are Euclidean, and travel takes place at unit speed, again without loss of generality.
At the beginning of each simulation, the K trucks available for service are located in a central depot located in the middle of the square (0.5,0.5). A total of 500 demands are generated and served in each simulation run; no load rejection is allowed in this particular set of experiments, which is equivalent to setting the parameter α to a very large number in the objective function of the formulation. Also set to be a very large number is the length of the time window, so that the time-window constraints become nonrestrictive. An important parameter of the simulation is the time between the instant that a load is known to the time when it is first available for pickup; we assume this time to be a constant T adv in a given simulation run. By varying the value of this parameter, the value of advance information can be investigated. In addition to K, T int , and T adv , the fourth parameter characterizing a simulation run is the penalty weight p associated with the delay time in the definition of the cost measure in the assignment strategies (and the objective function of the TPDP formulation in the OPTIMAL strategy). For each parameter set (K, T int , T adv , p), 10 replicates (of 500 randomly generated demands each) are performed.
Simulation runs are performed with all 10 real-time strategies described in the previous section, applied in conjunction with each set of parameter values. The parameter values considered in these experiments are the following:
• K = 4 (fleet size of 4 trucks);
• T int = 0.5 (time units-the time required to traverse one side of the square region);
• Three values of T adv : T adv = 0.0 (loads become known only when they are ready to be picked up), 2.0 and 5.0 (time units before loads are available for pickup after the request is made); and
• Three values of p: p = 0.01, 1.00 and 10.00, reflecting very low, moderate, and very high importance of wait time relative to empty distance in the cost measure.
In the SE and OPTIMAL strategies implemented in these simulation experiments, only up to 10 demands of the first few in the queues of the trucks getting involved are re-optimized at any given time. Additional experiments are performed for a subset of the strategies, which emerged as the most promising from the first series of experiments described above. These experiments are also performed for K = 4, and
• T int = 0.25 and 0.5 (to consider a case of more rapid demand arrival and hence greater congestion);
• T adv = 0.0, 2.0, and 5.0; and
The principal measures of performance examined in the analysis include, for each simulation run, the following quantities:
• The average loaded distance per job, D L
• The average empty distance per job, D E
• The average delay time per job, T D
• The average cost per job, C AV Interval estimates for each measure were obtained from the 10 replicate runs for each set of parameter values; 68%-confidence intervals are reported for each measure. In all cases, the average loaded distance (which does NOT depend on the routing strategy) was found to be equal to 0.522(1.000 ± 0.007), which is the average distance between two random points uniformly distributed over the unit square. The next section discusses the simulation results. 
Simulation Results
Through the simulations, we first find that almost all TT and AV strategies are inferior to their IN counterparts. This is due largely to that reducing the incremental cost directly contributes to reducing the total and average cost. For clearance of presentation, we will not display the results on those strategies. The simulation results are summerized in Tables 1 through 3 for the four remaining strategies. For each strategy, average values of the empty distance D E , delay time T D , and composite cost C AV are reported, along with the corresponding 68%-confidence intervals. These tables correspond to T adv = 0.0, 2.0, and 5.0 respectively. For each value of T adv , the corresponding table reports results for the three values of waiting time penalty p (0.01, 1.00, and 10.00 respectively). In Tables 4, 5 , and 6, we rearrange the results for ease of study. Table 4 shows the average empty distances, Table 5 shows the average waiting times, and Table 6 shows the average composite costs, of all the simulations. In these tables, each triplet entry represents the simulation results under the three different T adv 's.
From those results, it is notable that for all strategies under any scenario, the average costs decrease dramatically when T adv increases from 0.0 to 2.0. However, when T adv is increased from 2.0 to 5.0, no obvious improvement in the average cost is obtained, and in several cases an increase occurs. To appreciate these results, it should be noted that T adv = 2.0 time units exceeds the average time required for a vehicle to serve two loads, and that new loads arrive and trigger new solutions every 0.5 time units on average. In this dynamic environment, advance information beyond two or three loads ahead does not appear to be of much additional value.
It can also be noted that, except for p = 0.01, the advance information does not improve, and in fact worsens, the empty distance incurred under the strategies that do not involve reassignment (denoted by NA) of loads to trucks. For these strategies, improvement in waiting time appears to be achieved at the expense of additional empty distance. Hence the level of service offered to customers is improved, but at additional cost to the operator. On the other hand, with reassignment, the empty distance is reduced as well as the waiting time when T adv increases from 0.0 to 2.0. Therefore the fleet operator can offer better service at lower cost. This win-win feature of strategies with reassignment is rather appealing. These results highlight the importance of using appropriate solution strategies in conjunction with additional information.
In previous work, strategies with resequencing of loads were shown to generally outperform strategies without resequencing in terms of reducing empty distance [12] . This is again the case in these results, whereby SE/AS strategies are found to be better at reducing empty distance than IN/NS strategies, but not at reducing delay times. This is largely due to the "memorylessness" of the delay term used in the objective function (i.e., in the cost measure), which does not depend on how long the demand has been delayed. Therefore when the penalty weight p is small, the SE/AS strategies are better overall than IN/NS. The specification of the objective function could be fine-tuned to address the particular needs of a specific operation.
The results also confirm that the OPTIMAL strategy outperforms all the others. This is not surprising given that it encompasses many of the other strategies as special cases, and that it makes the best decision for the available information. However, it is also noteworthy that several of the other, simpler strategies, come quite close to it in performance, suggesting that further refinement in specification of the cost measure lead to competitive simple decision rules that can execute rapidly to meet real-time computational performability. Tables 7  and 8 , corresponding to lower demand case of T adv = 0.5 and higher demand case of T adv = 0.25 respectively.
At the low congestion level, it was noted previously that, when T adv increases from 0.0 to 2.0, considerable decrease in the average waiting times is observed for all strategies. But when T adv further increases to 5.0, no additional gain is attained, reflecting the limited value of additional information beyond a certain threshold for such myopic strategies. Under the high congestion level, the effect of decreasing waiting time by increasing T adv is even dwindled. Additional information is even less valuable when demand opportunities arise at a higher rate.
In summary, the IN/NS strategy takes the least time to execute, yet performs competitively with respect to the next two when the congestion level is low. It is not particularly sensitive to advance information: when T adv increases, its performance does not improve much. The IN/SE strategies outperform the IN/NS strategy when the congestion level is high and T adv is large. The OPTIMAL strategy remains the best under most circumstances, but requires the most time to execute. At high congestion and with abundant advance information, the IN/SE strategies are better than OPTIMAL. Under this circumstance, it is more often for the OPTIMAL strategies that the decision problem it faces involves more than 10 demands so that the decision it makes is even not myopically optimal than for the IN/SE strategies. As noted previously, the simpler and faster strategies offer a comprehensive approach for real-time operation of large fleets serving a large number of demands.
Concluding Comments
This paper has presented a rolling horizon approach for the real-time assignment of loads to trucks in truckload trucking operation. Several real-time strategies for the assignment decisions are presented, including the solution of a math programming problem formulation that optimizes load assignment and sequencing using all available information on vehicle locations and currently unserved loads every time a new request is received.
Simulation experiments conducted to compare the performance of the OPTIMAL strategy to that of less computationally demanding local assignment rules provided valuable insights regarding the value of additional information and trade-off between empty distance and waiting time to serve a demand. The results suggested that strategies that allow the reassignment of previous loads to vehicles can profit from advance information to reduce both the waiting time and the empty distance. However, there appears to be a threshold above which additional advance information may not be beneficial and might even be counter-productive. This threshold also depends on overall congestion in the system.
Overall, while the OPTIMAL strategy outperforms the others in the cases tested, several of the simpler rules appear to be quite competitive in performance yet require only a fraction of the computational effort, which makes them promising for the real-time operation of large fleets.
In future work, additional simulations can be performed to further explore the threshold beyond which increasing T adv does not provide any performance improvement, and the factors that affect this threshold, such as the congestion level. Different shapes of region, different demand behaviors, different cost structures can also be considered in subsequent work. Computationally, special solution techniques can be implemented so that the OPTIMAL and SE strategies may be used to consider a large number of demands at the same time.
However, perhaps the most challenging task ahead is to develop more far-sighted strategies, which take into account the stochastic characteristics of the future demands. This can be accomplished through a stochastic programming formulation that builds upon the problem formulation presented in this work to accommodate the mean effect of future effects. Simultaneously, intelligent heuristics must be developed to appreciate the performance of elaborate algorithms to solve more complete model formulations, keeping in mind real-time execution requirements under real-time information.
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